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Eden Capital Markets
Monthly Market Insights

▪ Global equities rebounded strongly in November, gaining 9.0%.

▪ The S&P 500 notched their best month of the year.

▪ Expectations of lower interest rates, fuelled by weaker inflation data, boosted investor sentiment.

▪ The US Treasury 10-year yield fell 0.60% to 4.33%.

▪ Austra lian equities gained 3.8% in November, supported by the global trend and s tronger commodity prices.

▪ The narrowing US-Australian interest rate gap and weaker natural gas and coal prices meant that the local market 
underperformed.
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Market Metrics for November vs YTD

Monthly Market Insights, Review of November 2023

Commodity Highlights

S&P GSCI Performance, LTM
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S&P GSCI and Constituents, Monthly Returns

■ Commodities  were a mixed bag in November with precious  metals  shining and base metals continuing to recede. The GSCI 
Commodity index retreated –3.7% for the month, largely led by the decline in oil products & base metals.

■ Oil  continued i t's  decline due to fears  of a  softer economy next year and potential oversupplies. In the month, OPEC+ announced 
further production cuts however the market shrugged this off and oil continued to decline further.

■ Base metals performed better this month with copper being the s tar of the show. Lead and Zinc also posted gains whilst Nickel 
continued to retreat

■ Agricul tural commodities were largely off last month with the exception of cocoa and coffee continuing to gain.
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Base Metals – copper, nickel, lead, zinc

• Precious  metals notched another s trong month. After a 
slow start, both gold and silver finished the month at 1 
month highs.

■ Gold advanced more another 2.2% this  month closing at 
$2038 per ounce amidst a weakening USD.

■ Silver was  the best performing metal this month up more 
than 10%.

■ Platinum dived in the fi rst half of the month shedding 
almost 10% before finishing flat.

■ Palladium continued i t's decline, closing the month at 
$1008 per ounce

Precious Metals – gold, silver, palladium, platinum 

■ Yet another tough month for base metals. A terrible year so 

far for prices.

– Copper: 4.5%

– Nickel: -8.2%

– Lead: 0.5%

– Zinc: 2%

■ Nickel continued to decline due to demand softening and 
high volumes of Nickel  lateri te  coming into the market from 
Indonesia.

■ Zinc levelled out this month with a  slight gain of 2%.

■ Lead gained 0.5% for the month.

Source: Bloomberg, S&P Global Market Intelligence, Investing.com, Trading Economics, MarketWatch, NASDAQ, KME 
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Bulks – iron ore

■ Iron ore performed strongly in November up 5.5%

■ Whilst demand from China  is recovering, demand from 
other regions was relatively s trong and supply constraints 

pers isted.

■ Stimulus  and fiscal expansion in China sees the i ron ore 
price continue to go higher
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Energy – oil & gas

■ Oi l  & Gas products continued their decline in November.

■ OPEC+ Announced further cuts to production

■ IEA study released this month forecasts  an additional 
demand of over 2 bi llion barrels in 2024.

■ Brent crude closed the month at $80.86

■ Natural gas fell more than 20% to $2.80

Source: Bloomberg, S&P Global Market Intelligence, Investing.com, Trading 
Economics, MarketWatch, NASDAQ, KME 

Source: S&P Global Market Intelligence, Investing.com, Trading Economics, MarketWatch, NASDAQ, KME 
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Agriculture 

■ Agriculture was a  mixed bag in November with the index 
retreating overall.

■ Cocoa and Coffee continued to rip higher due to supply 
concerns.

■ Cocoa increased  12% in November.

■ Coffee increased 13% in November.

■ Soybeans also advanced this month

■ Most other major agricultural products retreated.

■ Supply constraints are expected to persis t for Cocoa and 
Coffee with analysts touting further price hikes.

Selected S&P GSCI agriculture product returns relative performance November 2023 
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Disclaimer 

Copyright © eden partners Pty Ltd (“Eden”). All rights reserved. All material presented in this document, unless specifically indicated otherwise, is 

under copyright to Eden. None of the material, nor its content, nor any copy of it, may be altered in any way, or transmitted to or distributed to any 

other party, without the prior express written permission of Eden.

The information contained in this report is drawn from sources believed to be reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of the information is not 

guaranteed, nor in providing it does Eden assume any liability. This information is given as of the date appearing on the report and Eden assumes no 

obligation to update the information or advise on further developments relating to these securities. This report is intended for distribution only in 

those jurisdictions where Eden is registered as an advisor or a dealer in securities. Any distribution or dissemination of this report in any other 

jurisdiction is strictly prohibited. 

This document is provided for the sole use of the intended recipient and is not a financial promotion. It shall not constitute an offer or solicitation of an 

offer to make an investment in Eden, under Australian Financial Services Licence (“AFSL”) No: 296466, its affiliates or associated companies. It should 

not be copied, distributed, published, referenced or reproduced, in whole or in part, or disclosed without the express permission of Eden and is not 

intended for private investors.  

By accepting this document, the recipient agrees that neither it nor its employees or advisors shall use the information contained herein for any other 

purpose than for general information purposes. This document, and the information contained herein, is not for viewing, release, distribution or 

publication in any jurisdiction where applicable laws prohibit its release, distribution or publication. It is the responsibility of any person/s in possession 

of this document to inform themselves of, and to observe, all applicable laws and regulations of any relevant jurisdiction. It is not designed to contain 

information material to an investor’s  decision to invest in any business managed by Eden or its affiliates.

All opinions and estimates constitute the best judgement of Eden as of the date hereof but are subject to change without notice. This material does not 

constitute legal or accounting advice; readers should contact their legal and accounting professionals for such information. 

Some information contained herein has been obtained from third party sources and has not been independently verified by Eden. Eden makes no 

express or implied warranties or representations with respect to the data (or the results to be obtained by the use thereof), and all such parties hereby 

expressly disclaim all warranties of originality, accuracy, completeness, merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose with respect to any data 

contained herein.

Eden Global Natural Resources UCITS ESG Fund

Eden Asset Management Pty Ltd is the Investment Manager of the Eden Global Natural Resources UCITS ESG Fund (the 
“Fund”). The Fund is classified as an ESG Light Green Fund under Article 8 of the EU Sustainable Finance Disclosure 
Regulation (“SFDR”)

The Fund aims to achieve long-term growth by investing in equities in the global natural resources sector, incorporating 
the metals and mining, energy and agriculture sectors

ESG considerations are core to Eden’s investment process, and potential investments which do not meet required ESG 
measures will  be excluded from the Fund’s investment universe. Eden employs a combination of negative/exclusionary 
screening, positive/best-in-class screening, ESG integration, and corporate engagement plus shareholder action
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